Christie

Mystique
Spectacular experiences.
Simple solutions.
A full suite of services, software and hardware,
Christie® Mystique™ provides complete, integrated
solutions that remove the technological complexities
and constraints associated with the creation of the
most imaginative, exhilarating and memorable
visual experiences.

Complete solutions
Creating complex, visual experiences, such as theme park
attractions, sports-venue projection mapping and dome theaters,
can be costly, time consuming and difficult. The technical logistics
required to successfully pull it off are intense.
Christie Mystique makes it simpler to create these types of
spectacular large-scale visual experiences by applying our expertise,
knowledge and technology to support the design, installation and
operation of complex projection systems.

Design. Install. Operate.
Built on the pillars of Design, Install and Operate, each facet of
Christie Mystique solves specific challenges encountered when
fulfilling complex multi-screen, multi-projector blended systems.

Christie Mystique Design
Mystique Design is the first step
in creating next-generation
visual experiences. Combining
sophisticated software tools and
the knowledge and expertise of
our team, Mystique Design helps
integrators and clients design,
validate, simulate and visualize
complex projection systems.
›› T
 hrough close collaboration with
clients and integrators, Mystique
Design helps move the project
from concept to complete system
design and validation
›› Where system designs are already
complete, we provide validation
to ensure the system meets
performance specifications
›› U
 sing 3D scaled models
and state-of-the-art projection
technology, virtual reality headsets
and other tools, Mystique Design
offers new ways to “see” the
system and experience it through
simulation and visualization before
purchasing and installing product

Christie Mystique Install
As a visual system scales in scope
and complexity, so do the challenges
associated with integrating it.
Mystique Install comprises software
tools and services to successfully
stage, install, calibrate and maintain
complex, multi-projector displays,
including projector stacking.
›› Mystique Install software tools
provide accurate and efficient
camera-based alignment, warping
and blending
›› O
 ur technical experts support
you through the install, setup and
calibration of the entire system
›› Supports any screen type and any
number of projector channels
›› Supports 3D projection mapping
on buildings, landmarks and objects
›› Includes Christie Guardian,
a powerful optional feature
that constantly monitors a
blended projection system for
any misalignment. If Guardian
does detect a misalignment, it
automatically calibrates the image
in real-time, quickly, invisibly, and
without interruption, even when
content is playing so audiences
are unaware of any problem

›› Available in single-camera and
multi-camera packages that
are customized to the specific
application and screen shape
›› Compatible with any media server
or playback device when used with
Christie 3DLP® projectors
›› Compatible with any
projector1 when used with
Christie Pandoras Box
Christie Mystique Operate
Maintaining show quality day after
day is paramount. With Mystique
Operate, we provide integrated
software tools and system-level
monitoring capabilities to ensure the
overall system quality is maintained
over its lifetime.
›› Q
 uick realignment of the
projection systems ensuring
the highest show quality
›› Comprehensive monitoring
and reporting of the system’s
operational health to keep
you informed and aware of
maintenance requirements
›› Integrated notifications and
alerts based on your
customized parameters

Contact Christie
Do you have an idea for a spectacular visual experience? Speak with
our experts today and discover how Christie Mystique can help.
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Certain limitations may apply when used with third-party projectors.
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